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for Shape Interpolation
Hung-Kuo Chu and Tong-Yee Lee, Member, IEEE
Abstract—In this paper, we solve the problem of 3D shape interpolation with significant pose variation. For an ideal 3D shape
interpolation, especially the articulated model, the shape should follow the movement of the underlying articulated structure and be
transformed in a way that is as rigid as possible. Given input shapes with compatible connectivity, we propose a novel multiresolution
mean shift (MMS) clustering algorithm to automatically extract their near-rigid components. Then, by building the hierarchical
relationship among extracted components, we compute a common articulated structure for these input shapes. With the aid of this
articulated structure, we solve the shape interpolation by combining 1) a global pose interpolation of near-rigid components from the
source shape to the target shape with 2) a local gradient field interpolation for each pair of components, followed by solving a Poisson
equation in order to reconstruct an interpolated shape. As a result, an aesthetically pleasing shape interpolation can be generated, with
even the poses of shapes varying significantly. In contrast to a recent state-of-the-art work [19], the proposed approach can achieve
comparable or even better results and have better computational efficiency as well.
Index Terms—Shape interpolation, pose configuration, multiresolution mean shift (MMS) clustering.
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1

INTRODUCTION

S

HAPE interpolation has been an active research area in
computer graphics and is a powerful technique in
computer animation and entertainment. It aims at producing
a gradually and naturally changing of transformation
between two or more existing shapes. Generally, there are
two major steps for polyhedral-surface shape interpolation:
1) establishing one-to-one correspondence among the input
models and 2) interpolating the positions of corresponding
vertices, known as the trajectory problem, to compute intermediate shapes. While the correspondence establishment has
been thoroughly investigated by many previous works [2],
[18], [20], [28], [30], the trajectory problem is simply realized
by linearly interpolating corresponding vertices in their
studies. It is well known that a naı̈ve linear vertex interpolation [2], [18], [20], [30], [40], [41] potentially suffers the
shrinkage problem (Fig. 1a), because the large-scale rotations
cannot be correctly expressed by linear interpolation. Some
researchers perform a global rigid [10], [13] or affine transform [2] prior to linear vertex interpolation and obtain better
results. However, these approaches still cannot completely
solve the problem. To solve the trajectory problem, Alexa et al.
[4] propose a technique that is as rigid as possible in order to
interpolate the local transformations of the interior triangles
of the 2D shape by minimizing the distortion of the rigid
transformation during the shape interpolation. Xu et al. [38]
follow a similar theoretical basis and propose nonlinear
gradient field interpolation to control orientations of surface
triangles implicitly in 3D shape interpolation (Fig. 1b).
Because the surface triangles are considered independently

and locally, this technique potentially fails when the poses of
input shapes vary significantly (Fig. 2a). Even though a global
rigid transformation is applied to source shape before
gradient field interpolation, it still generates artifacts (Fig. 2b).
In the proposed approach, the key for achieving a natural
interpolation of articulated shapes (Fig. 2c) is decomposing
the vertex trajectories into a rigid pose transformation and a
nonrigid residual transformation. The rigid pose transformation is described in terms of hierarchical rigid transformations
from the underlying articulated structure. The nonrigid
residual transformation captures the local detail deformation.
The two major contributions of this paper are listed below:
We propose a novel multiresolution mean shift
(MMS) clustering algorithm to automatically and
efficiently extract a hierarchical, articulated structure
which can be used to describe various poses of input
shapes (Section 4).
. Using this articulated structure, we solve the
trajectory problem by combining a global pose
transformation with a local detail transformation,
followed by solving a Poisson equation (Section 5).
In Section 6, we demonstrate the success of our method
using several aesthetically pleasing shape interpolations
with significant pose variation. We also show that our
method is applicable to two useful applications: 1) multitarget shape blending and 2) keyframe animation.
.
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BACKGROUND

Several previous works have been proposed to study the
trajectory problem in shape interpolation. A naı̈ve linear
vertex interpolation is the most popular and simplest
proposal, but it suffers from artifacts such as shape shrinkage.
To avoid shrinkage, Sederberg et al. [31] interpolate both
edge length and dihedral angle information of the boundary
of 2D polygons rather than vertex positions. Alexa et al. [4]
formulate the vertex trajectory as an optimization of the rigid
transformation of interior simplicial complexes between two
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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Fig. 1. (a) Linear interpolation of vertex position. Notice the shrinkage defects that are observed in the forelimbs of the lion shape. (b) Shape
interpolation using gradient field interpolation. Input shapes are shown in the color tan.

Fig. 2. Shape interpolation between two lion shapes (shown in the color tan) with significant pose variation. Intermediate shapes are shown in blue.
(a) Gradient field interpolation generates serious self-intersection. (b) Apply a global rigid transformation before gradient field interpolation. Note the
unnatural bending at the tail. (c) The proposed method.

compatible 2D triangulations. However, it is not easy to
extend this technique from 2D to 3D because it requires
nontrivial compatible tetrahedralizations.
The differential representation of mesh has become very
popular, in particular, for mesh deformation application.

For shape interpolation, 3D morphing, and editing, many
works have been proposed to interpolate meshes represented in differential representation, including the interpolations of gradient fields [38], Laplacian coordinates [1],
pyramid coordinates [32], and local frame representation
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[23]. Among these representations, the gradient field
approach is closely related to our work. Sumner and
Popovic [34] use a per-triangle deformation gradient to
transfer source deformation to a target model. Later, based
on the deformation gradient, a mesh-based inverse kinematics system, which learns a space of natural deformations
from example meshes is proposed by Sumner et al. [35] and
improved by Der et al. [15] using a compact set of proxy
vertices inferred from example deformations. While both
approaches focus on direct manipulation of mesh deformation through intuitive control of mesh vertices, their
application to shape interpolation is not trivial because
they need to carefully pose intermediate keyframes to
obtain correct interpolation between shapes. Xu et al. [38]
combine the work of [4], [34], and achieve shape interpolation by nonlinearly interpolating per-triangle gradient [9].
However, their approach may fail in the case where the
pose between source and target shapes varies significantly,
as described previously. Our approach also adopts the pertriangle gradient to serve as local detail transformation
which is further controlled by the transformation of underlying articulated structure. Recently, the state-of-the-art
shape interpolation method proposed by Kilian et al. [19]
can solve the pose variation problem quite well by using
Riemannian geometry. Their approach maps the problem of
shape interpolation by finding the geodesic curve in the
shape space. The vertex trajectory is formulated as a global
optimization problem and solved using a multiresolution
approach. However, this approach cannot guarantee to
avoid trapping at local minimum and the optimization
process is inherently slow [25]. In contrast, our method
computes the vertex trajectory directly in the mesh domain,
and therefore, achieves comparable or even better results
and has better computational efficiency.
Skeleton-driven mesh deformation explicitly takes a
skeleton as an articulated structure and controls the
deformation via the skeleton. There are two recent
approaches related to our work. Yan et al. [39] achieve
shape deformation by using a skeleton to decompose the
shape into near-rigid parts and drive the transformation of
simplicial complexes. Weber et al. [37] factorize the mesh
deformation problem into a global skeleton-driven deformation and a local gradient deformation. Both approaches
require manually sculpting a skeleton which is a tedious
task for complicated mesh.
On the other hand, the articulated structure can be
realized by a set of (hierarchically organized) near-rigid
components extracted from input shapes. Lengyel [22] uses
an iterative algorithm to cluster triangles with similar affine
transformation and applies the result to compress a timevarying geometry. Lee et al. [21] suggest extracting nearrigid components by analyzing the difference of deformation
gradients among animating meshes. However, the quality of
their results highly depends on the parameters tuning.
Similarly, Schaefer and Yuksel [29] cluster the faces with
similar rigid transformations among examples through a
face-based mesh simplification. In their approach, the
number of clusters is determined by either a user-specified
number or a specific error tolerance. Authors also point out
that an inappropriate cluster number leads to great approximation error in their skinning animation application. A
symmetrization method [24], [26] based on statistical
analysis of sampling point pairs can be used to extract
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near-rigid components from two input models with different
poses. Chang and Zwicker [11] further extend the symmetrization to automatically align a pair of shapes with
articulated motion and missing data. However, both
approaches are limited to two input models and are
computationally expensive. Anguelov et al. [5] use a set of
registered scan meshes to automatically decompose mesh
into approximately rigid parts by optimizing a maximum
likelihood function. To discriminate rigid parts of difference
sizes, a parameter tuning is required during the optimization
process. Using the component-based articulated structure,
the SCAPE system [6] uses a pose deformation model to
parameterize the space of human shape from a set of dense
range scans and is designed for the application of shape
completion. Their results are further improved by Park and
Hodgins [27] to capture subtle but visually significant
surface deformation during the human motion.
Our work is inspired by James and Twigg [17], who use
mean shift clustering to cluster surface triangles with similar
rotation sequences. The number of clusters is automatically
determined by the mean shift clustering algorithm. However, their approach will produce clusters with disconnected triangles and there are unclustered triangles after the
clustering. Both factors are problematic for the construction
of articulated structure. A naı̈ve extension of their approach
by iteratively performing mean shift clustering on unclustered triangles is still infeasible as explained in Section 4.1.
In addition, to perform mean shift clustering directly on the
original mesh domain is time-consuming. In this paper, we
propose a novel MMS clustering algorithm to automatically
extract the near-rigid components. In contrast to previous
works, our method can handle more than two input shapes,
generate an appropriate set of near-rigid components
without tuning any parameter, and improve the performance by a multiresolution approach.

3

OVERVIEW

Our method comprises two major tasks: 1) computing an
articulated structure to describe all pose configurations of input
shapes and 2) executing shape interpolation. The articulated
structure consists of hierarchically organized near-rigid
components which are automatically extracted from input
meshes using the proposed MMS clustering algorithm. For
the shape interpolation, we require that the near-rigid
components have the same connectivity across all articulated
structures. Therefore, we assume that the input meshes to the
MMS clustering algorithm have compatible connectivity [2],
[20], [28], [30], [34]. To interpolate the intermediate shapes
between the source mesh MS and the target MT , the former
computes their pose configurations PS and PT . Each Pi is
used to describe the pose configuration of an input shape and
will be formally defined in Section 4. The shape interpolation
task calculates a global pose transformation from PS to PT
through a sequence of hierarchical and component-wise rigid
transformations, followed by interpolating triangle gradients
to account for the change in local details between two
corresponding components, and finally, it solves a Poisson
equation to reconstruct each interpolated shape. In general,
given arbitrary number of input meshes with various poses,
the proposed MMS clustering algorithm learns the pose
space from input shapes and the extracted articulated
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Fig. 3. A naı̈ve application of the MS clustering potentially produces an excessive number of small clusters. The bottom images show 10 input
meshes used in the MS clustering. (a) Reference mesh and the result of MS clustering. Each colored cluster represents a rigid cluster while the black
regions represent flexible triangles. (b) Separate each rigid cluster in (a) into smaller, disjointed subclusters. (c) More small clusters are generated
when using only the second and the ninth mesh as input.

In this section, our goal is to automatically compute pose
configurations fPi ji ¼ 1 . . . ng from a set of input meshes
fMi ji ¼ 1 . . . ng. One of the input meshes is selected as the
reference mesh, called MR . We define each pose configuration P as follows. Let P ¼ fN; Eg be a hierarchical graph to
describe the pose configuration. N ¼ fc1 ; . . . ; ck g and E ¼
fe1 ; . . . ; el g represent nodes and edges of the graph,
respectively. Among each node, cj ¼ fKj ; Xj g denotes a
near-rigid component where Kj encodes the connectivity of
the simplicial complex (triangles, vertices, and edges) and
Xj represents the vertex coordinates. In other words, each
mesh M is decomposed into several disjointed components
and each component contains connected triangles. All pose
configurations have identical edges E and similar nodes N
(i.e., all connectivities Kj are identical but vertex coordinates Xj can be different).

closest mode if the L1 -norm distance between its shifted
point and the closest mode is within a threshold. As a
result, several rigid clusters are obtained and each of them
contains triangles with similar rotation sequences. The
remaining unclustered triangles (i.e., not assigned to any
significant mode) are called flexible triangles. However, each
cluster is not always a connected component, i.e., the
triangles in a rigid cluster may be scattered over several
disconnected regions (Fig. 3a). The scattering result will
hinder us from constructing an articulated structure for
pose configuration. To obtain disjointed components, we
separate each rigid cluster into several subclusters, each of
which contains connected triangles. However, this naı̈ve
approach may potentially lead to an excessive number of
small clusters (Fig. 3b) which represent the local surface
variation rather than a global pose variation. Likewise, a
repeat process of clustering flexible triangles until no
flexible triangle is left will result in generating an excessive
number of small clusters, too. In addition, the MS clustering
algorithm is computationally expensive. The computational
complexity of MS is OðnF Þ, where n and F represent the
number of input meshes and triangles, respectively. As
illustrated in Fig. 3, it requires 6.8 minutes to handle
11 input meshes with 35K triangles.

4.1 Mean Shift (MS) Clustering
To extract the near-rigid components, we use a nonparametric MS clustering algorithm [12], [14] to cluster triangles
with similar rotation sequences, as was presented by James
and Twigg [17]. In their work, the input data of the MS
clustering algorithm are a set of points which represent
rotation sequences (i.e., a row vector collecting and
concatenating rotation matrices) of the mesh triangles. The
output are the shifted points of triangles and a set of
statistically significant modes. A triangle is assigned to the

4.2 Multiresolution Mean Shift Clustering
To resolve the above-mentioned problems in directly
applying the MS clustering on the original resolution of
mesh sequences, we propose a multiresolution version of
the MS clustering algorithm. By means of a coarse-to-fine
approach, we can extract most significant near-rigid clusters
in the coarser level and progressively extract smaller ones.
As shown in Fig. 4, the larger clusters such as head, trunk,
thighs, and shanks are extracted in the coarse level while
the smaller ones, such as fingers, are extracted in the finer

structure can be used to interpolate or blend among input
shapes. In Section 6, we will demonstrate this extension with
some applications.

4

POSE CONFIGURATION AND ARTICULATED
STRUCTURE EXTRACTION
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Fig. 4. Illustration of the MMS clustering algorithm. Input meshes are the same as those in Fig. 3. The MMS clustering algorithm proceeds along the
arrow direction with the down arrow indicating the step of MS clustering and the oblique arrow representing the reversing (vertex splitting) operation.
At each level of resolution (increases from left to right), (a1)-(a5) show the mesh, rigid clusters, and flexible triangles, and (b1)-(b5) show the result of
MS clustering. A close view of male’s left palm is shown at the right bottom corner of each image.

level. To reduce the number of small clusters, we consider
the rotation sequences of rigid clusters as input to the MS
clustering and propose three clustering conditions to
postprocess resulting rigid clusters and flexible triangles.
Our key insight is that the behavior of a cluster is more
representative of global pose variation than a single
triangle. Using the proposed clustering conditions, our
scheme will assign flexible triangles to neighboring rigid
clusters and merge two clusters with similar rotation
sequences into a larger one, thereby suppressing the
number of small clusters. Furthermore, the multiresolution
approach also greatly reduces the complexity of the MS
clustering algorithm and improves the performance of
overall MMS clustering algorithm.
Fig. 5 shows the flowchart of the MMS clustering
algorithm. In the initial stage, we simplify input meshes
simultaneously using the QEM method [16], [42]. We
essentially simplify all input meshes in parallel but
constrain their topology and mesh correspondence to be
the same under simplification. Therefore, we create an
aggregate error by summing the individual errors from the
meshes together where the minimized vertex position of the
collapsed edge from mesh i is determined solely by the
vertices of mesh i. We denote the mesh hierarchy of Mi as

Fig. 5. The flowchart of MMS clustering algorithm.

ðMi1 ; . . . ; Mil ¼ Mi Þ with l level of resolutions. The MMS
clustering algorithm starts from the coarsest level
ðM11 ; . . . ; Mn1 Þ and then repeats the following two steps
until the finest level ðM1l ; . . . ; Mnl Þ.
Step 1: MS clustering at ith level. The input to this step
includes: 1) the ith level meshes ðM1i ; . . . ; Mni Þ, 2) rigid
clusters C i ¼ fij jj ¼ 1 . . . ki g, and 3) flexible triangles F i .
Initially, i.e., i ¼ 1, C 1 is empty and F 1 contains all triangles
of the mesh in the coarsest level. After the first iteration of
MS clustering, we obtain new C1 and F1 , which are further
postprocessed and serve as inputs to the next iteration (as
described later). At ith level, i > 1, we first compute the
rotation sequences of each rigid cluster in C i as follows. For
each rigid cluster with vertex positions xR in the reference
mesh MRi and corresponding vertex positions xa in Mai , we
compute an optimal rigid transformation composed of a
rotation qR!a (unit quaternion) and a translation tR!a using
the approach presented in [7], such that (1) is minimized:
X 

min ¼
jj qR!a  xjR þ tR!a  xja jj2 :
ð1Þ
fqR!a ;tR!a g

j

We collect the optimal rotation matrix (converted from q)
for each input mesh to represent the rotation sequences of
each rigid cluster. The rotation sequences of rigid clusters
are served as input to the MS clustering and used to merge
flexible triangles with similar rotation sequences. Therefore,
we call each rigid cluster as a virtual flexible triangle and
denote the set of virtual flexible triangles as F~i . Regarding
the rotation sequences of each flexible triangle, we first
compute its deformation gradient as G ¼ ðx1a  x3a ; x2a 
x3a ; na Þ  ðx1R  x3R ; x2R  x3R ; nR Þ1 with ðx1i ; x2i ; x3i Þ and ni as
triangle’s vertex positions and normal in Mi , respectively.
Then, we extract the triangle rotation from G using polar
decomposition [33] and collect the rotation matrix for each
mesh. We perform MS clustering on rotation sequences of
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Fig. 6. Illustration of the clustering condition #1 and #2. Images in the first column show the inputs to the MMS clustering algorithm with rigid clusters
colored in tan and blue and flexible triangles colored in gray. The second column shows the clustering result with a new pink cluster. After applying
our clustering conditions, the updated clusters are shown in the third column.

all triangles in F i [ F~i . The output includes new rigid
ij jj ¼ 1 . . . ki g and flexible triangles Fi . Note
clusters Ci ¼ f
i
i


that C and F may contain virtual flexible triangles which
originally represent the rigid clusters in C i . In the next step,
we use three (and only) clustering conditions to update Ci
and Fi , such that the final rigid clusters are representative
of global pose variation and no excessive number of small
clusters are generated.
Condition #1: 9
i 2 Ci : i \ F~i ¼ ;. 1 There is no
virtual flexible triangle in i , i.e., no rigid cluster in C i
has similar rotation sequences with triangles in i . We
separate i into several disjointed subclusters and retain
the one with the maximum area of triangles. Triangles in
the remaining subclusters are removed from i and
inserted into Fi (Fig. 6a). In this manner, we ensure that
the most representative cluster i is obtained.
Condition #2: 9
i 2 Ci : i \ F~i 6¼ ;. Assume that there
are n  1 virtual flexible triangles in i and denote the
corresponding rigid clusters in C i as fi1 ; . . . ; in g. Then,
we iteratively update each cluster i 2 fi1 ; . . . ; in g by
assigning a triangle f 2 i to i if f is connected (i.e.,
sharing any edge) to i . If two updated clusters become
connected, they are merged into a single cluster. For those
triangles that are not merged into any rigid cluster, we
1. The logic expression 9x 2 X : P ðxÞ means that there exists one x in X
such that the expression P ðxÞ is true.

remove them from i and insert them into Fi . As a result,
i is separated into several rigid clusters and we insert
these rigid clusters back into Ci . Therefore, triangles are
merged into existing rigid clusters with similar rotation
sequences and rigid clusters with similar rotation sequences are merged, too. Fig. 6b illustrates the case: there
are two virtual flexible triangles in i and the corresponding rigid clusters are disconnected from each other after
merging connected triangles in i . Fig. 6c illustrates
another case: two updated rigid clusters are connected
and merged into a single cluster.
Condition #3: 9f 2 Fi : f 2 F~i . We remove the triangle
f from Fi and insert the corresponding rigid cluster in C i
into Ci . In this condition, this cluster will not be updated at
the current iteration (Fig. 6a).
Step 2: Reversing process using vertex-split operation.
Up to now, we have rigid clusters Ci and flexible triangles
Fi in the ith level of resolution. To proceed to the next level,
we reverse the mesh sequences from ðM1i ; . . . ; Mni Þ to
ðM1iþ1 ; . . . ; Mniþ1 Þ and update Ci and Fi using vertex-split
operations. Each vertex-split operation involves one vertex
and its two neighboring edges. After splitting, each edge is
split into two edges and two new triangles are created.
Therefore, for each new triangle, the only task is to
determine to which rigid cluster the triangle should be
assigned or to insert the triangle to Fi . We accomplish this
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Fig. 7. Flexible triangle (black regions) erosion and final near-rigid components.

task using the following rules. For each edge of the vertexsplit operation,
.

.

.

if one of its two neighboring triangles belongs to Fi ,
we insert the new triangle incident to the edge into
Fi (Fig. 8 (left)).
if both neighboring triangles belong to a rigid cluster
in Ci , we assign the new triangle incident to the edge
to that cluster (Fig. 8 (middle)).
if two neighboring triangles belong to two different
rigid clusters in Ci , we assign the new triangle to the
rigid cluster with smaller similarity distance between
their rotation sequences. The similarity distance is
computed by the following equation:


ð2Þ
max jjrfR!a  rR!a jj2F ; a ¼ 1 . . . n;

where rfR!a and rR!a are rotation matrices from
rotation sequences of the new triangle f and the
rigid cluster , respectively.
The results of this step are ðM1iþ1 ; . . . ; Mniþ1 Þ, rigid clusters
C iþ1 , and flexible triangles F iþ1 , and these results are used
as input to the next iteration of MS clustering step described
in previous paragraphs.

4.3

Flexible Triangle Erosion
and Hierarchy Graph Construction
The output of the MMS clustering algorithm consists of
several rigid clusters and flexible triangles (Fig. 4(b5)). To
find the final near-rigid components, we first merge these
flexible triangles into several disjointed flexible clusters
based on shared edges and then iteratively remove each
triangle from flexible clusters and insert it into a nearby
rigid cluster by an erosion approach. The metric of erosion
priority for each flexible triangle is determined by the
rigidity of its edge [21]:


ð3Þ
max jjGiR!a  GjR!a jj2F ; a ¼ 1 . . . n;
where i and j represent the neighboring triangles of the
edge and GiR!a represents the matrix of deformation
gradient of the triangle of Ma relative to MR . Our
motivation is to assign each flexible triangle to a
neighboring rigid cluster such that the boundary of the

final near-rigid cluster passes through the nonrigid region
in the flexible cluster. For each flexible cluster f , we start
with the erosion process from its boundary edges which
are adjacent to the neighboring rigid clusters by finding
an adjacent edge e with the minimum rigidity, and then
removing a triangle sharing e from f , assigning it to the
rigid cluster sharing e and updating the boundary of f .
This process is repeated until f is empty. So, in this
iterative manner, each f is eroded and the neighboring
rigid clusters are growing. Fig. 7 shows the result of the
erosion process.
Then, we treat each near-rigid component as a graph
node of P ¼ fN; Eg. If any pair of nodes is sharing the
boundary, these two nodes are considered to be connected
by an edge. We determine the hierarchical relationship
among near-rigid components by finding a minimum
spanning tree to connect them. The weight of each edge is
equal to the inverse length of the shared boundary between
two components. The default root of this hierarchical graph
is the node whose centroid position is the closest to that of
MR . Finally, the construction of pose configuration P ¼
fN; Eg is accomplished.
Fig. 9 shows several near-rigid components extracted
from two input shapes. Although the shared boundaries
of near-rigid components are not smooth, they are
good enough for shape interpolation described in the
next section.

Fig. 8. Assignment of two new triangles after a vertex-split operation.
The gray triangle represents the flexible triangle, while the tan and blue
triangles represent two different rigid clusters.
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Fig. 9. Extracted near-rigid components and their input meshes.

Fig. 10. Illustration of shape interpolation.

5

SHAPE INTERPOLATION

With the extracted pose configurations, we are now ready to
interpolate between shapes. Fig. 10 illustrates the progress
of shape interpolation and each step will be elaborated in
the following sections.

5.1 Pose Transformation
The pose transformation consists of a set of rigid
transformations and each of them transforms a component
of PT to the corresponding component of PS . Since both PS

and PT are organized hierarchically, we compute the rigid
transformations hierarchically by applying the parent’s
rigid transformation to its children components before
optimizing (1) to find the local rigid transformations of
children components. We denote the pose transformation
from PT to PS as TT !S ¼ fðtiT !S ; qiT !S Þji ¼ 1 . . . kg, where
ðtiT !S ; qiT !S Þ indicates a local rigid transformation (translation and rotation, respectively) of the ith component and
k is the number of components.
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5.2 Local Detail Transformation
ApplyingTT !S toPT willobtainaposeconfiguration P~T whose
componentsarealignedwiththecorrespondingcomponentsof
PS .TocompletethetransformationfromMT toMS ,wecompute
the local detail deformations from PS to P~T and denote it as
DS!T~ ¼ fDiS!T~ ji ¼ 1 . . . kg. Each DiS!T~ encodes deformation
gradients of triangles of the ith component in PS relative to
triangles of the corresponding component in P~T . In order to
facilitate the nonlinear interpolation described in the next
section,wefurtherfactorizeeachtriangledeformationgradient
intorotationandstretchpartthroughpolardecomposition.We
denote each DiS!T~ as fðqjS!T~ ; sjS!T~ Þjj ¼ 1 . . . mi g, where mi is
the number of triangles of the ith component, qjS!T~ and sjS!T~
represent unit quaternion and symmetric stretch matrix,
respectively.
5.3

Nonlinear Global Pose and Local
Detail Interpolation
Given pose transformation TT !S and local detail transformation DS!T~ , it is easy to derive the following equation:
PT ¼ T1
T !S  ðDS!T~  PS Þ;

ð4Þ

where T1
T !S indicates the inverse pose transformation.
Therefore, the interpolation from PS to PT corresponds to
the interpolation of the combined transformation,
1
T1
T !S  DS!T~ . We interpolate TT !S and DS!T~ separately
and write the equation as
P ðÞ ¼ T1
T !S ðÞ  ðDS!T~ ðÞ  PS Þ;  2 ½0; 1;

ð5Þ

with the boundary conditions P ð0Þ ¼ PS and P ð1Þ ¼ PT .
Instead of linearly interpolating the transformation matrix, we nonlinearly interpolate T1
T !S ðÞ and DS!T~ ðÞ by
t h e fo l l o w i n g e qu a t i o n s ( w e d e n o t e T1
T !S as
 iT !S Þji ¼ 1 . . . kg):
fðtiT !S ; q




 iT !S ; ð1  Þ ji ¼ 1 . . . k ;
T1
  tiT !S ; slp qI ; q
T !S ðÞ ¼


DS!T~ ðÞ ¼ DiS!T~ ðÞji ¼ 1 . . . k ; and
 
 

DiS!T~ ðÞ ¼ slp qI ; qjS!T~ ; ð1  Þ ; ð1  Þ  I þ   sjS!T~

jj ¼ 1 . . . mi ;
ð6Þ
where slp denotes the quaternion slerp interpolation,
and qI and I represent the quaternion identity and the
identity matrix, respectively.

5.4 Poisson Solver
Although the nonlinear interpolation of (6) satisfies the
boundary conditions at  ¼ 0; 1, it generates shapes with
disconnected triangles at 0 <  < 1 because the interpolated
transformations are not consistent and applied to each
triangle independently (Fig. 10 (right top)). To solve this
issue, we adopt the Poisson solver [9] to stitch disconnected
triangles of interpolated shapes. At each time step, the
vertex positions of an intermediate shape are obtained by
solving a linear system of equation AX ¼ b, where sparse
matrix A encodes edges’ connectivity of MS and a vector b
contains the interpolated gradients, T1
T !S ðÞ  DS!T~ ðÞ.
Since the interpolated gradients are translation invariant,
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we need to specify at least one positional constraint to solve
the Poisson equation [34], [38]. Therefore, we choose the
interpolated trajectory of one vertex of the root component
to serve as the positional constraint at each time step. Then,
we prefactorize the matrix A using sparse Cholesky
factorization [8], [36]. Given the interpolated gradients at
certain time step, we can obtain the vertex positions
efficiently by back substitution.

6

EXPERIMENTS AND APPLICATIONS

In this section, we demonstrate experimental results of shape
interpolation and two applications in keyframe animation
and multitarget shape blending. All the results shown in the
paper were generated on a PC with Intel Core 2 Duo E6420
2.13 GHz CPU and 1 GB RAM. To experiment MMS
clustering algorithm, we use l ¼ 5 and set 3,000 triangles in
the coarsest level. The number of triangles in the subsequent
n 3;000
levels is 3;000 þ ð f l1 Þ  ði  1Þ; i ¼ 2 . . . l, where nf is the
number of triangles of original mesh. The L1 -norm distance
threshold used in MS clustering is h ¼ 9n"=4, where n is the
number of input meshes and " ¼ 0:05. This setting is exactly
the same as [17]. In addition to this parameter, there is no
parameter required for MMS. The accompanying video and
data sets can be found in our project Web, http://graphics.
csie.ncku.edu.tw/ Shape_Interpolation/.
Shape interpolation. In Fig. 11, we interpolate the male
shape from its sneaky crouched pose to an extremely
stretched pose. As a result, the natural pose interpolation of
the limbs and fingers is demonstrated, and the local detail
of shape (lines of the muscle) is well preserved and changes
smoothly during the interpolation. In this example, the
input shapes are chosen from Fig. 3, and their extracted
near-rigid components are shown in Fig. 7. Using these
near-rigid components to construct pose configurations, we
can smoothly interpolate any two or more arbitrary shapes
in Fig. 3. Fig. 12 shows other four interesting interpolation
results and their near-rigid components are shown in Fig. 9.
In addition to interpolation between articulated shapes, we
also experiment with nonarticulated shapes, as shown in
Fig. 14. Our results on these two nonarticulated cases are
pleasing too.
Keyframe animation. Fig. 13 shows an example of
interpolating three male shapes in different poses using
the same pose configuration as in Fig. 11. These three
shapes are very dissimilar from the input shapes used in the
construction of pose configurations (Fig. 3). Therefore, as
long as the pose space is well spanned by the input shapes,
the extracted pose configuration is reusable and applicable
to shape interpolation between shapes with various poses.
Besides, this kind of shape interpolation is very useful in
traditional keyframe animation. An intuitive extension to
interpolate more than two keyframe shapes by our method
is to interpolate consecutive pair of keyframe shapes.
However, our shape interpolation requires the factorization
of a coefficient matrix (i.e., A matrix) in the Poisson
equation (i.e., AX ¼ b), if each keyframe shape is treated
as a new source shape, it will require ðm  1Þ times
factorization cost, where m is the number of keyframe
shapes. To avoid this, we only treat the first key shape as
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Fig. 11. Shape interpolation of the male shape from a crouched pose to a stretched pose (both shown in tan).

Fig. 12. More shape interpolations with significant poses variation.

Fig. 13. Given three keyframe shapes (shown in tan), our method smoothly interpolates the intermediate shapes (shown in blue), providing a useful
tool for animators to rapidly create keyframe animation sequences.
Authorized licensed use limited to: National Cheng Kung University. Downloaded on October 11, 2009 at 22:55 from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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Fig. 14. Two examples of interpolation between shapes with no apparent
articulated structure. (a) Shape interpolation from a normal pillar to a
highly twisted one. (b) Shape interpolation between three facial
expressions (smile, anger, and sad).

the source shape, and compute the pose and local detail
transformations of other keyframe shapes relative to this
source shape. Then, we interpolate both pose and local
detail transformations between each pair of keyframe
shapes and generate intermediate shapes by solving the
Poisson equation. For example, assume there are three
keyframe shapes denoted as A (i.e., source shape), B, and C,
and A interpolates to B at 0:0  1  0:5, while B to C at
0:5 < 2  1:0. The pairwise pose and local detail transformation are denoted as T1
~ , respectively
B!A and DA!B
(similarly for B ! C). We can compute the interpolated
triangle gradient relative to A as follows:
T1 ðÞ  DðÞ
8 1
>
< TB!A ð þ 0:5Þ  DA!B~ ð þ 0:5Þ; if  2 1 ;
1
¼ T1
C!B ð  0:5Þ  DB!C~ ð  0:5Þ  T ð0:5Þ  Dð0:5Þ;
>
:
if  2 2 :
Since all the computations are done in terms of the same
source shape, we only need to factorize the coefficient
matrix once and solve the Poisson equation efficiently by
back substitution.
Multitarget shape blending. Another useful application
of our method is n-way shape blending, also called
multitarget shape blending. Given a set of shapes, multitarget shape blending generates shapes which are weighted
combinations of the input shapes. This technique provides
the user a practical tool to explore the space of possible
shapes among input shapes. The multitarget shape blending is achieved using the following steps:
1.

Given a set of input shapes fMi ji ¼ 1 . . . lg, we
choose any one of them as a source (reference)

Fig. 15. Multitarget shape blending of three hand shapes (shown in tan).
The near-rigid components are extracted from three shapes and shown
in the lower-left corner.

shape MS , and then compute the pose configurations
from these shapes.
2. Next, we construct the pose transformations Ti!S and
local detail transformation DS!i~ for each input shape.
3. Given the specified blending weight for each shape,
we blend the rotational part of Ti!S and DS!i~ using
the exponential map [3] and linearly blend the
translational and scale/shear part of Ti!S and DS!i~,
respectively. Then, we combine the blended pose
and local detail transformations.
4. Finally, we reconstruct the blended shape by solving
the Poisson equation.
Fig. 15 shows an example of blending three hand shapes
using the above four steps.
Timing and comparison. We show the timing statistics
of all experiments in this paper in Table 1. The second to
fifth columns indicate the number of triangles (#Tri), the
number of key shapes used in shape interpolation or
multitarget blending (#Key), near-rigid components
(NRC), and the number of input shapes used in the MMS
clustering algorithm (#Input). The sixth to tenth columns
list the timing of the pose configuration extraction (Extract),
calculation and interpolation of global pose and local detail

TABLE 1
Timing Statistics of Pose Configuration Construction and Shape Interpolation
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TABLE 2
Timing Comparison with Those of Martin et al. [19]

transformations (Interpolate), prefactorization (Factor) of
the coefficient matrix of the Poisson equation, the average
timing to generate each intermediate shape by solving the
Poisson equation (Solve), and total timing of the process
(Total ¼ Extract þ Interpolate þ Factor). Since each intermediate shape is generated on the fly, we do not include the
timing of generating 50 frames and just list the average
timing of solving the Poisson equation for each frame. For
the multitarget shape blending, the “Solve” time also
includes the blending of transformations among each input
shape. As shown in the table, the complexity of the
proposed method is dominated by the extraction of pose
configuration which scales according to the complexity of
the shape and the number of input shapes. In Table 2, we
also compare five experimental results with [19] in terms of
performance. The timing of [19] is measured on a PC with
Intel Core 2 Duo T7700 2.4 GHz CPU and 4 GB RAM. Note
that for the purpose of comparison, we regenerate the result
of Fig. 11 by using only source and target shapes as input to
the MMS clustering algorithm. The unit of timing of both
tables is measured in seconds.
We also compare our MMS clustering algorithm with MS
clustering algorithm using examples of Figs. 3 and 9. We
perform five iterations of MS clustering on flexible triangles to
get rigid and flexible clusters. The final near-rigid components are obtained by the erosion process (Section 4.3). Fig. 16
shows the side-by-side comparison of the MMS and MS
clustering algorithm. Table 3 indicates that our MMS
clustering algorithm can not only generate smaller number
of components than MS clustering algorithm, but also 311 times faster than direct application of MS clustering
algorithm.

SEPTEMBER/OCTOBER 2009

TABLE 3
Comparison with MS Clustering Algorithm

In Fig. 17, we compare our results with those of Xu et
al. [38] and Kilian et al. [19]. For each example, only a
certain frame with noticeable difference is shown. We
refer readers to the accompanying video, which can be
found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://
doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TVCG.2009.40, for a
complete comparison of the interpolation sequences. As
shown in the video, our results are superior to those of
Xu et al. [38] and comparable or even better than those of
Kilian et al. [19].

7

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we propose a practical solution to interpolate
shapes with a wide range of pose variation. A novel MMS
clustering algorithm is proposed to automatically and
efficiently compute the pose configuration. Then, we solve
the vertex trajectory problem of shape interpolation as a
combination of global pose transformation and local detail
transformation of surface triangles, followed by solving a
Poisson equation to reconstruct an interpolated shape. We
demonstrate the success and usefulness of our method
through several examples and two applications. There are
some future works to be further investigated. Our MMS
clustering algorithm may potentially fail in the case that
shapes not only vary in pose but also have large deformation on the surface. Under this circumstance, the MMS
clustering algorithm fails to extract near-rigid components
for representing pose variation because the rotation
sequences of triangles are quite different, i.e., generating

Fig. 16. Comparison of extracted near-rigid components. (a) The proposed MMS clustering algorithm. (b) The iterative application of MS clustering
algorithm.
Authorized licensed use limited to: National Cheng Kung University. Downloaded on October 11, 2009 at 22:55 from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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Fig. 17. Comparison of shape interpolation results with those of Xu et al. [38] and Martin et al. [19].

an excessive number of components. This limitation can be
reduced by deforming one of the shapes using the
technique in [34] to make two shapes vary only in pose
and then extract the pose configuration from these two
shapes. A more robust feature used in the MMS clustering,
which is invariant to surface deformation is worth further
exploration in the future. We do not apply any collision
detection during the shape interpolation, and therefore, it
may potentially generate self-collision among components
which are far from each other in geodesic. In the future, we
plan to include collision detection to resolve the selfcollision problem in the shape interpolation.
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